AMATEUR BOWLERS TOUR
955 Seminary Avenue
(Inside Minnehaha Lanes)
St. Paul, MN 55104
(651) 487-3849

Sanction#: 331

Check out our Web Page at http://www.tcabt.com

Over $6,000,000.00 paid in Prize Funds

Thirty semi-finalists competed for first place in this weekend’s tournament held at AMF Village North. A score of 722 placed
Deb Hoke in first place. Stan Burzynski rolled 699 for second while 678 seeded Jay Norman in third. Kevin Hirdler rolled
664 for fourth and John Plourde had 661 to be seeded fifth.
The first match of the stepladder would match Kevin Hirdler and John Plourde. John started the match with a
double/spare/open followed by two spares and another open, he closed with a double/spare. Kevin started with two
spares/open/strike followed by two opens, he closed with a chicken and a double. John 209 (191 + 18), Kevin 186 (165 + 21)
John advanced to meet the third place qualifier Jay Norman. John could not find the line or the spares. He started this game
with two opens followed by five spares and another open, his only strike came in the 9th. Jay took the advantage and stayed
clean thru the 7th when he opened the 8th and 9th frames and struck out in the 10th. Jay 213 (189 + 24), John 161 (143 + 18)
Jay advanced to meet the number two qualifier Stan Burzynski. Stan started with a strike followed by an
open/spare/strike/open/strike with two more opens in the 7th and 8th. Jay started with a strike and four spares. He opened in
the 6th and doubled in the 7th and 8th frame. Jay 198 (174 + 24), Stan 167 (151 + 16)
Jay advanced to meet the first place qualifier Deb Hoke. Deb was not taking any chances this match and started with a fourbagger and a split conversion in the 5th. Another spare and a string of five closed the game. Jay had lost the spares this game
and changed them into splits. His only strikes came in the 1st, 6th and 8th frames. Deb 281 (265 + 16), Jay 172 (148 + 24)
Champion Notes: Deb Hoke is a painter by profession along with fellow Masters member Tim. Deb has been bowling for
23 years and currently bowls at Cambridge Bowl. She has a high game of 289 and a series of 714 to her credit. Deb was using
a Savage Flip drilled by A to Z Pro Shops for the win. She wanted to thank Guy Reiners and Doan Maas for her recent
lessons. She also wanted to thank Tim for putting up with all of her bad bowling lately. Plans for the winnings could be a trip
to Vegas in March. Deb closed with a thank-you to the ABT staff and to AMF Village North for this week’s tournament.
Welcome new members: Ryan Jones, Derek Tartaglia, Curtis Bell, Richard Chivers, JoyAnn Sweeney, Scott Myers, Marsha
Blood, Aaron Hansen, Matt Johnson, and Antwan Ford !!
Welcome back renews:

Barry Pate, Craig Hatten, Joe Jochum III, and Bob Bartlett !!

If you see any of these members please take a minute to introduce yourself and welcome them!!
Congrats New Masters: None this week !!
New Lifetime Members: John Kreyer Jr. and Scott Keenan !!
Next Event --

Minnehaha - -

January 17 – 18, 2004 !!

